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Abstract: Code optimization leads to less time and resource consumption while executing the program. Machine learning techniques are used to optimize the code. Optimization most of the time carried iteratively. Choosing the order of optimization and best approach for optimization is the issue to be addressed. Reducing the complexity or using the less resources of system such as Processor time, memory consumption and power consumption is the agenda of the optimization. We review different kinds of methods of optimization using literature survey.
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1. Introduction

Creating the best iterative code optimization using machine learning techniques is not an easy task. Basically compilers have two main jobs to do 1. Translation and 2. Compilation. Reducing the complexity of programs may be by removing the duplicate declaration of variable, eliminating few lines of code which are duplicate or available by default or reducing the methods which can be compromised is basically what code optimization. There are two ways of optimization 1. Single way and 2. Multi-way optimization. These approaches are applied iteratively to get the better quality result. Reducing the complexity or using the less resources of system such as Processor time, memory consumption and power consumption is the agenda of the optimization. Naturally, better optimization leads to better system with less execution time.

For reducing code optimization, selection of good optimization technique, better order for optimizing and reducing the complexity is important. There can be two way of order of optimization - fixed order and varying order. Different Machine learning techniques are used for optimization such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Genetic algorithm ext. Genetic algorithms applied on the historically available data features - to be able predict the best optimization technique.

Iterative code optimization is one of the best optimization technique. Advantage of this method is, increased optimization level while not compromising with the program. Disadvantage is Iterative optimization increases the time taken for optimization as it runs the model multiple time.

Genetic methods are used to study the past data to be able to predict the level of optimization for the present data. Until the researchers found out the automatic iterative optimization it was tedious job to optimize the compiler. In this paper, we study different Research paper on compiler optimization using machine learning approaches to gain the knowledge about the techniques and methods used for optimization by different research. By comparing different machine learning techniques how good the genetic algorithms is, can be answered.

2. Related works

A. Literature review

In our first research paper [1], Prediction technique are used to study the prior data and based on this best data point is found out for the best result possible. Machine learning can be automatic this is the advantage of machine learning in code optimization [1]. The input for this model is source program fed to a model i.e. Portable optimizing compiler which generates the best optimization passes. This method iteratively executed till the best model. Finally optimized binary code is the final output for the program. Result Evaluation method that are used to evolve this model are 1. Cross validation and 2. Best performance Achievable [1]. Advantage of this is approach it results in a best optimization technique. Disadvantage is it takes lot of time.

In “Machine learning in compiler optimization” by Wang et al, based on the prior data new data point will be predicted. There are two main important stages in a model, 1. Training data used to learn the model. 2. Model applied on recent programs [2]. Model works like this, first the source program fed into the feature optimizer. This approach is called as Feature engineering. In the second approach that is Learning model, training programs are fed into feature optimizer that will be given input as supervised machine learner. Finally, a model will be created. The learning algorithms task is to find out the correlation between feature and optimal decision. The disadvantage of this model is it takes more time compare to other machine approach as support vector machine.

In “Automatic Feature Generation for machine learning Based optimization compilation” by Leather et. al. [3], compiler optimization is automated. Quality of the features are ensured as this are important for the accuracy.
Learned heuristics adapts to new environment. Machine learning tools deals with the optimization. Feature search is an important task carried in this paper. The working methods of this approach are firstly data are generated this are passed to genetic programming search then feature values are passed to ML tool. This tool builds the list of features. However, it’s tedious and time consuming task.

In “Mitigating the compiler optimization phase ordering problem using machine learning” by Kulkarni et al[4], Selecting the correct order where optimization techniques are applied is significant problem. Default optimization decreases the performance. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) are for prediction. This were induced using NEAT [4]. Issues with GA approach is, search technique are expensive as they have to evaluate different optimization orders. Solution for this is instead GAs and other expensive techniques machine learning approach can be used. Main advantage of this technique is its inexpensive.

In “Studying the influence of standard compiler optimization on symbolic execution” written by Dong et. al. [5], Symbolic execution which is time consuming technique for Path-Based analysis is used. Approaches used in the program are for conventional programming. Compiler optimization are performed to evaluate for the performance of symbolic execution [5]. Using DFS Symbolic execution are implemented. KLEE is a symbolic execution engine built on LLVM which is the framework for compilation [5]. Finding and analyzing the determination is the goal of this paper. for you.

B. Comparative Analysis

- Artificial Neural Network (ANN) developed similar to the human way of learning the past data and predicting the result. ANN also learns from the past data and predicts the future [4]. Neuro evaluation are used to induce the ANN for NEAT [4]. Trained model of the ANN uses features to represent optimized state [4]. ANN mostly used for prediction. ANN can be used to build power models.

- In a Genetic Programming approach, firstly cost function generated. Result of Cost function evaluated [2]. Cost function are used to build an energy.

- Model for optimization. Cost function are also evaluated quality of optimization [2].

- If would like to continue the approach in next phase well performing function are kept. Then create new function using the remaining ones. This can be carried out iteratively by passing the generated function back to the evaluation phase [2]. Both ANN and Genetic algorithms are performed iteratively.

- In any micro architecture portable optimization learns best optimization approach that can be applied. Achieving the best optimization and delivering the high quality is the goal of portable compiler optimization across embedded programs. for portable optimization, genetic algorithms were used with hill climbing optimization algorithm [1].

- Symbolic execution has a significant influence on compiler optimization Dong et al. symbolic execution technique used for verification and testing the reliability of the software [5]. Compare to tradition optimizing techniques modern compilers for example GCC and LLVM support aggressive optimization. Most of the approaches that we see above are although different but iterative optimization used by all [5].

3. Discussion

- Most of the approaches takes in their own time. Compare to other approaches Genetic algorithms just works fine.

- Symbolic execution although test the reliability it takes its own time. Symbolic techniques contain large number of paths.

- Artificial Neural Network which predicts best optimization method by studying the past data but its slow while no hope that it can rightly predicts the best optimizing technique is not trust worthy.

- The accuracy level increase of Artificial Neural networks depends on the size of the past data available.

- Genetic algorithms other optimization such as hill climbing and optimization orchestration are resulting good performance.

- In Machine learning approaches generally face problems of
not understanding the complete working style like black box.

- ANN is not a trust worthy approach as compared. In iterative code optimization reducing usage of resources and time is the goal most of the methods that we see mostly seems to be working just fine.

4. Conclusion

This paper studies multiple approaches of machine learning for iterative code optimization. Better code optimization leads to less resource, reduced time while executing a source program. We conducted literature survey where we studied research papers which have used different approaches for the optimization. In a comparative analysis how genetic algorithms are better compared to Artificial Neural Network as found out.
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